Amiloride inhibition of human cytomegalovirus replication.
Amiloride, an inhibitor of Na+/H+ exchange, interfered with cytomegalovirus (CMV) DNA synthesis, blocked the formation of nuclear inclusions, and reduced CMV infectious yields. The reduction of CMV infectious yields was concentration dependent with an ED90 of 46 microM. Amiloride at a concentration of 150 microM reduced CMV yields by about 100-fold. Reduction of infectious yields appeared to be related to interference with the formation of nuclear inclusions and to inhibition of CMV DNA synthesis. Nuclear inclusions were much reduced in size and demonstrated poorly defined cellulae in the amiloride-treated cells. CMV DNA synthesis was inhibited by approximately 70% when cells were treated with 150 microM amiloride. The reduction in CMV yields could not be related to the reported inhibitory effect of amiloride on protein synthesis. In amiloride (150 microM)-treated, CMV-infected cells, late, yet not immediate-early or early, protein synthesis was markedly decreased relative to untreated, CMV-infected cells. Accordingly, CMV DNA synthesis and the replication of CMV may be related to Na+ entry through an amiloride-sensitive pathway.